The policeman was giving instructions to a man in a small car. If we change the word order, obviously we change the meanings of the sentences. In these next examples, the change of meaning is extremely obvious. Examples: 1A2. My good friend George is reading a book by Orwell. 1A3. These five key principles of grammar provide the fundamental framework for the production of coherent grammatical and unambiguous English. They are, as it were, the fundamental principles that must be mastered in order to write or speak English in a way that can be recognised as being "English". Start by marking the Principles of English Grammar as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Need another excuse to treat yourself to a new book this week? We've got you covered with the buzziest new releases of the day. To create our Read more 25 likes · 1 comments. Trivia About The Principles of No trivia or quizzes yet. Add some now ». This book, containing a theoretical outline of English grammar, is intended as a manual for the departments of English in Universities and Teachers' Colleges. The emphasis laid on cultivating an active element in the student's approach to language and its grammar explains why the book gives prominence both to the technicalities of grammatical observations and to the general methodology of linguistic knowledge: the due application of the latter will lend the necessary demonstrative force to any serious consideration of the many special points of.